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Mid Summer 2019 

Asylum 
  

 Asylum (noun) – a place of refuge and protection providing  

 shelter; sanctuary; a place of retreat and security; the protection  

 or inviolability afforded by an asylum. 

  

 When my husband and I plan our vacations, we seek out places 

where we will be active and learn something…the idea of sitting on a 

beach for more than a day or two sounds about as interesting as watch-

ing grass grow or observing the drying of paint.  So, as we planned our 

cycling vacation last summer on the Great Allegheny Passage, we 

looked for other things we could see or do during or after the bike ride 

from Pittsburgh, PA to Cumberland, MD.   

 

 On our way back to South Carolina from Pittsburgh, we decided 

to make a stop in Weston, West Virginia to take a tour of the Trans Al-

legheny Lunatic Asylum. When I first heard of the place, the name-

struck me as insensitive at best. There was also a part of me that ques-

tioned our decision to visit… I had visions of the 1970s film One Flew 

Over the Cuckoo’s Nest that portrayed facilities like this as inhumane 

and violent.  As we pulled off the highway and approached the asylum, I 

was struck by how massive it was; I later learned the main building is 

¼ mile long.  I was also surprised by how calm and serene the asylum 

appeared from the outside, as the facility closed for good back in 1994. 

 

 We parked our truck and walked up the front steps; there, we 

were greeted by a volunteer in a nurse’s outfit that appeared to be from 

the 1950s or 60s.  Visions of Nurse Ratched came rushing into my mind 

as we purchased our tickets and awaited the start of our tour.  Over the 

next two hours, we learned the facility was one of the first of its kind at 

the time construction began in the 1850s.  The doctor behind the asy-

lum’s creation had the best of intentions…to provide a safe place for 

mentally ill patients where they could seek treatment and not be hidden 

away in shame by well-intentioned family members or be locked up in 

jails.    
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 The asylum was originally planned to house 250 patients and was designed to be self-

sustaining, with large plots of land to grow food and also included a dairy farm.  The asylum 

was also designed to be an integral part of the local community, providing jobs for people in 

town while the town provided jobs for the patients who were able to handle contact with the 

outside world.  And for the first few decades, the asylum pretty much functioned as its creator 

intended.   

 

 In the early and middle decades of the 20th century, the population at the asylum grew 

far beyond the levels it was designed to handle, with a population that swelled to 2,500…ten 

times the number it was originally designed to house.  The asylum became a place for unscrupu-

lous men to dump wives and children they no longer wanted; there was no due process in place 

to assist these women and children from being inappropriately relocated there.  The overcrowd-

ing also meant less attention for patients from well-meaning and overworked staff. 

 

 As our tour of the facility continued, we toured what was once the violent men’s ward and 

saw an iron door to one of the patient rooms with a fist print left by a former occupant named 

Clarence.  Clarence was a boxer, close to 7 feet tall, who was sent to the asylum after he killed a 

man during a boxing match.  According to the tour guide, all of the doctors went out of their way 

to befriend Clarence because Clarence was willing to protect the doctors from other patients 

during rounds.  I have wondered if Clarence actually suffered from chronic traumatic encepha-

lopathy, or CTE, the degenerative brain disease boxers and football players develop after sus-

taining multiple concussions.  Clarence lived out the rest of his life at the asylum, as did many 

of the other patients sent there for any number of reasons.   

 

 As overcrowding at the asylum continued, the proliferation of lobotomies as a “solution” 

for treating the mentally ill effectively robbed victims of their personalities.  The negative press 

received by asylums, combined with other factors, ultimately led to the permanent closure of the 

Trans Allegheny Lunatic Asylum in 1994 and facilities like it throughout the country.  I asked 

our tour guide what happened to the roughly 200 people who resided at the asylum when it 

closed; apparently, most of the patients ended 

up camping out on the lawn because they had 

nowhere else to go.   

 

 Throughout the tour, I took time to 

pause and feel the energies throughout the 

asylum.  Particularly in the long hallways of 

the different wards and the patient rooms we 

toured, I could sense the place had a deep, 

conflicting and complicated past.  It felt to me 

as though the asylum serves as a modern-day 

container of the energy and the souls of its 

former residents.  And during my time at the 

asylum, I felt as though I connected with the 

past and the people who lived there in a very 

deep and meaningful way. 
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 While certainly an unusual and unorthodox place to visit, my tour of the Trans Allegheny 

Lunatic Asylum was a profound and very thought-provoking experience.  It also has left me 

thinking a great deal about how we, as a society, help those suffering from mental illness.  And 

being completely honest here, I don’t know anyone who isn’t touched by mental illness in some 

way…friends, family or personally.  

 

 I certainly don’t have the answers to this very important and complicated issue, but I do 

think it is important that all of us, regardless of our closeness to this subject, continue to ask 

the questions.  And may we all find our own asylums to shelter us from the storms... 

 

Namaste,  

Lisa 
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Celebrating the Season—Honoring Mid Summer/Lammas 

 

Editor’s Note:  In 2019, we will explore the cross quarter days through rituals designed to tap into the 

energies of the season while incorporating the influence of the lunar cycle. 

 

  Lammas 2019 

 

 Lammas, or Lughnasadh, is the first of three harvest festivals on the Wheel of the Year, 

and typically lands on August 1st with occasional exceptions.  The year 2019 is one of those ex-

ceptions, with Lammas landing on August 2nd.  Energetically, Lammas is a powerful time be-

cause there are both waxing and waning energies at work.   There are crops to be harvested 

(the crops themselves representing waning energy) and the preparation and work involved 

with harvesting the crops representing waxing energy.  With both types of energies present at 

Lammas, this cross quarter day provides a unique opportunity to explore more varied rituals 

than Imbolc (February 2nd), Beltane (May 1st) and Samhain (October 31). 

 

 Lammas is a time of abundance…any trip to your local farmers’ market during this time 

of year provides a showy display of the many and varied crops that thrive this time of year.  

While the days have begun to shorten slightly with the passing of the longest daylight hours at 

the summer solstice (June 21), the heat of the days and the numerous offerings from the land 

remind us this is a very special time of year.  While it still feels like summer at Lammas, we 

can sense there is a shift taking place…the sun is hanging a little lower in the sky, and the 

same sun that provides such intense heat is letting us sleep a little longer in the morning.  

 

 In 2019, the moon’s phase lands at an interesting and rather serendipitous time…two 

days before Lammas is the dark moon, a time of release and introspection. The dark moon pro-

vides the opportunity to reflect on things you have achieved, the things that are no longer 

working for you, and the opportunity to reflect on what you want to manifest in the future.  On 

Lammas itself is the new moon, a time of new beginnings, inspiration and a time to make posi-

tive changes.  During this three day period, we have a unique opportunity to explore waxing 

and waning energies in any number of ways.  

 

Suggestion for Celebrating the Dark Moon, Lammas and the New Moon 

 

 This ritual takes place over the three day period of July 31st - August 2nd.  You can 

make this ritual as elaborate or as simple as your intention and your schedule allows.   

 

 When considering the focus of your intentions during this ritual, think about the lunar 

energies corresponding with short-term issues/goals, and Lammas corresponding with deeper 

and more long-term goals and issues.  The reason for this is because lunar cycles occur every 

29 1/2 days, whereas Lammas occurs once a year. 

 

 

 

Continued  on Page 5 
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Celebrating the Season—Honoring Mid Summer/Lammas, continued 

 

.   

 Find a few minutes on July 31st, preferably after the sun has gone down, to sit quietly 

with your eyes closed.  The moon is in its dark phase, not visible and not providing its reassur-

ing and illuminating presence.  Sit in the darkness, and let its comforting solace permeate into 

your soul.  Take a few minutes and reflect on things you have achieved in the recent months, 

and things you want to release.  If you like, write these things down on a piece of paper.  Fold 

your paper into quarters and place it in your altar or any place in your home that feels sacred 

to you. 

 

 On August 1st, pause and take notice of your surroundings and what is transpiring out-

side and in nature.  What time does the sun rise?  What is the angle of the sun as it rises to its 

peak?  Do you notice any differences between the sun’s course over the past few weeks?  If you 

have pets, are they letting you sleep a little later because the sun is rising later in the morning?  

What plants are prevalent in your yard or neighborhood?  Are there any wild animals making 

their presence known that are not seen during other times of year?  Take time on August 1st to 

simply notice what the earth and her inhabitants are displaying. 

 

 With the releasing energies of the dark 

moon having been explored, you are cleared (both 

mentally and energetically) to fully experience 

Lammas.  Find some quiet time on August 2nd, 

and begin your ritual by creating sacred space in 

any way that is meaningful to you.  It is helpful to 

create an altar if possible and include sacred ob-

jects, a candle, etc.  Be sure to have handy your 

piece of paper with the things you wrote down two 

days ago on July 31st during the dark moon.  Sit 

quietly, close your eyes, and relax completely.  The 

idea is to clear your body and mind of any distrac-

tions, and to sit in silence.   

 

 After several minutes, revisit the notes you 

made on the dark moon…is there anything you 

would like to add or change?  When you are ready, 

tear up the paper and place it on your altar.  Take 

out a clean piece of paper and think about any-

thing you would like to start or goals you would 

like to set, invoking the waxing energies that are 

present in the new moon and Lammas. These 

goals could be short term (i.e. cleaning out a closet) 

or long-term (learning to play a musical instru-

ment).   

 

 

Continued on Page 6 
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Celebrating the Season—Honoring Mid Summer/Lammas, continued 

 

Is there anything that you started a time ago that needs to be brought to completion, or har-

vested?  Write down any goals or thoughts that came to mind, and carefully fold your paper and 

place it on your home altar or any other place where you store sacred objects or things that are 

sacred to you.   

 

 The next sacred day on the Wheel of the Year is the Fall Equinox (September 21st).  Find 

some quiet time on this day, the second harvest festival, and revisit your notes from Lammas.  

Reflect on what you wrote, and consider to anything you would like to add or additional chang-

es you need to implement to make progress on your goals.  Take this time to remember this is 

journey, not a destination.  If you wish, you can follow this process again on Samhain (October 

31st), the last harvest festival of 2019, and re-assess your objectives and processes for making 

progress on your goals.  



 

 

 News From the Coordinating Council 
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The Coordinating Council, or CoCo, is the governing body of UUWomenspirit. The current members of the CoCo 

are Gail Stephenson (Marketing and Outreach Coordinator), Linda Sterner (Membership Chair/Registrar), Gloria 

Hausser (Treasurer), Krista Meinersmann (Program Resource Liaison), Melissa Christopher (Scribe) and Alice 

Carnes (Volunteer Coordinator). 

 

From Gail Stephenson, Marketing and Outreach Coordinator 
 

The Coordinating Council (CoCo) has six positions with staggering 3-year terms.  We 

have some new volunteers to fill positions vacated by the ending of the term or early departure 

of the incumbent volunteer.  Krista Meinersmann has joined as the Program Resource Liaison 

(PRL) as Nancy Hagman fulfilled her term and rotates off officially on August 1st.  Gail Ste-

phenson has stepped into the role of Marketing and Outreach Coordinator to complete Victoria 

Fredrick’s term (ending in August 2021).   

 

 The CoCo has monthly Zoom calls to keep in touch with one another and discuss the on-

going business of the organization.  Gloria Hausser (Treasurer) has gone over the financials 

from the Spring 2019 event.  Budgets for Spring 2019 events and future events were discussed 

in detail.  Mailchimp, our marketing platform that we use to send mass emails to our members, 

was also discussed in depth.  Mailchimp has made some changes, causing us to create a second 

account just for marketing. 

 

 In an effort to continue expanding our marketing and outreach efforts, we decided the 

organization should have a larger social media presence.  We have created Instagram and 

Twitter accounts to reach a different demographic than just having a closed Facebook group 

and a Facebook page that is visible to the public.  These accounts are up and running, so if you 

are on any of these social media platforms please check them out.  Help spread the news about 

UUWomenspirit and tell any women who might be interested about these accounts. 

 

 We are trying to expand our email listing to publicize our events by adding bookstores 

and other locations that might be open to our gatherings.  Please email Gail Stephenson at 

marketing@uuwomenspirit.org with suggestions. 

 The CoCo also discussed trying to resurrect the Liaison program where members of 

UUWomenspirit volunteer to act as a liaison to their churches, etc.  The liaisons ensure the 

event flyer and brochure are posted in prominent places in their respective venues.    They also 

spread the word to new people about who we are and our upcoming events.  If you would be in-

terested in helping in this capacity, please contact Gail Stephenson at                                    

marketing@uuwomenspirit.org with your name, contact information (including email) and 

church or business you are volunteering to be a liaison with.   

 

 The CoCo will be meeting at The Mountain for its annual face to face summer meeting 

over Labor Day Weekend.  If you have any agenda items for the CoCo to discuss, please send 

them to Melissa Christopher, Scribe, at scribe@uuwomenspirit.org  

 

mailto:marketing@uuwomenspirit.org
mailto:marketing@uuwomenspirit.org
mailto:scribe@uuwomenspirit.org
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From Alice Carnes, Volunteer Coordinator: 

 
Volunteering is the magic that creates and sustains our beloved UUWomenspirit 

community. 

 

I love Lily Tomlin’s quote, 

 

I said, “Somebody should do something about that.” Then I realized I am somebody. 

 

 Volunteering is the way to give back to our beloved UUWomenspirit Community. Please 

consider becoming “somebody” for UUWomenspirit. Volunteer opportunities abound. Find the 

opportunity that’s the right fit for you at: http://uuwomenspirit.org/volunteer-opportunities/ 

 

 Last Spring UUWomenspirit welcomed several new women as track and workshop facili-

tators. Here are a couple of comments from spring event participants: 

 

 “My workshop was informative, insightful and a really wonderful experience.  It 

 has piqued my interest and I want to learn more!” 

 

 “This awesome workshop contained so many elements. We shared, sang, crafted, 

 and danced. I am so grateful.” 

 

 Won’t you be a “somebody” and consider submitting a proposal for either a track or 

workshop?  Both Spring and Fall events in 2020 are actively seeking and receiving proposals. 

If you submitted a proposal in the past two or three years and would like to be considered for 

either event in 2020; please re-submit your proposal at:   

http://uuwomenspirit.org/track-or-workshop-proposal/.  I am updating the UUWomenspirit pro-

posal data base.  

 

 In 2020, two CoCo positions will be open Treasurer and Volunteer Coordinator.  Al-

so, a Searchette position will be open. FYI, Searchettes (three women on this committee) work 

with the Volunteer Coordinator to find volunteers who are willing to serve on the CoCo. If you 

are willing—please self-nominate or if you know of someone, please nominate them, or if you 

want more information for any of these positions, please email me: http://uuwomenspirit.org/

volunteer/ or alice.carnes51@yahoo.com.   

 Be a “somebody”!  

 

Volunteering is the magic that creates and sustains our beloved UUWomenspirit 

community. 

 

http://uuwomenspirit.org/volunteer-opportunities/
http://uuwomenspirit.org/track-or-workshop-proposal/
http://uuwomenspirit.org/volunteer/
http://uuwomenspirit.org/volunteer/
mailto:alice.carnes51@yahoo.com
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From Lisa Sherman:  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

As a prism casts its multicolored light, the Goddess manifests herself in many forms.  

These archetypes are diverse facets of the vibrant Divine, which live in each of us.  

 

 

 What an amazing journey we had during the Spring 2019 event!  Through the inspira-

tion and efforts of the wonderful Planning Committee, we dove deeply into the subject of ar-

chetypes and resurfaced with new insights and our spiritual cups filled to the brim. 

 

 The Healer.  The Warrior.  The Creatrix.  The Lover.  The Wild Woman. The Mystic.   

These archetypes accompanied us on our journeys during worship, and through these experi-

ences we tapped into these archetypes within our very being.  We laughed, we cried, we 

turned inward, we reached outward, we reflected, and we nourished our souls. 

 

 The Planning Committee brought together a fabulous group of Tracks and Workshop 

leaders who guided us through our exploration of so many archetypes, and we will be forever 

transformed by the experience.  During Institute, we explored other archetypes including our 

inner rebel, our animal totems, the lover within, the dancer and the storyteller.  Our journey 

continued during Gathering, when we experienced the power of sacred stones, the inner god-

dess, the shadow self, the creatrix and the wise woman.  

 

 We had beautiful weather during our time on The Mountain to accompany the many 

offerings that took place through the Institute and into the Gathering.  We reflected in soli-

tude at the labyrinth and meditation rock, and we connected with one another at the bonfire.  

As always, Cabaret did not disappoint…and who will ever forget our fabulous auctioneer, 

Melissa Christopher, who was in rare form and could sell just about anything! 

 

 This was a truly special event, and one we will never forget. Thank you to the Planning 

Committee, the Tracks and Workshops Facilitators, and everyone who attended that made 

this event so special! 

 

Continued on Page 10 
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From Katie Bloedau, Event Coordinator:  
 

 

 

Come To The Temple:  

The Mother’s Holy Well 
 

 
Come to the temple. Come to be healed. Come to 

be tested, tempered, and steeled.  

Come with your weakness, with every last flaw. 

Come to release them, to sacrifice all.  

Come with your tenderness. Come with your 

pain.  

Come to the temple. Come home again.  

 

Chorus of Come to the Temple 

by Betsy Bickel 

 

 

 Sisters, there is work to be done! Do you hear the urgent clanging of the temple’s bell? 

 

 I love the way that the timing of planning the UUWomenspirit autumn event seems to 

match the seasonal energy!  Sweet tiny blossoms of spring have long since faded into the with-

ered nubs at the blossom end of your big round tomatoes, and the roses and peonies are blown 

and fading in the heat.  The fruits are ripening and delicious; plants and animals are all so exu-

berantly busy! Right about now, things are getting a bit wild in the garden, despite one’s best 

efforts to maintain order and keep the plants staked up –a whole patch of vegetables eaten by 

mysterious bugs here and an overgrown zucchini lurking under dark leaves there. You fill the 

kitchen with tomatoes, knowing how much you will love those frozen or canned gifts in the mid-

dle of the winter! 

 Our Planning Committee is meeting and planning, and exuberantly busy too!  We are cel-

ebrating the early fruits, like the amazing logo for our event, and the beautiful song written by 

Betsy Bickel and performed by Jewelsong that has inspired our event.  We are still working 

hard getting the registration brochure and information all together for you by August.  We’re 

finalizing the schedule and have a plan for great evening activities, which will include Sacred 

Circle Dancing, a Goddess Initiation Ritual and a Rhythm Circle.  We’ll have old favorites like  

Continued on Page 13 
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From Katie Bloedau, continued:  
 

the Silent Auction, Brigid’s Bazaar, Healing Cir-

cle and Cabaret, and a few surprises, too!  We are 

especially hoping that massage therapists and 

healing practitioners will consider offering their 

services at the event, and we will work with The 

Mountain to set aside a space that is just for mas-

sage, Reiki, etc.  See the website for more infor-

mation about how licensed therapists can offer 

their services at an event.  In the middle of the 

heat of the summer’s work, we are eager for au-

tumn’s cooler days, for the chance to enjoy nour-

ishing time with our sisters, for retreat and re-

newal this October!   

 Our Planning Committee has shared the work of planning this event a little differently, 

and we are all working in pairs to create the worship services.  The services each have a 

unique focus, as well as carrying powerful elements through like sacred circle dancing, drum-

ming and of course the song Come to The Temple.  Our worship services will begin with quiet 

sacred circle dancing, inviting stillness around The Mother’s Holy Well.  We’ll capture the in-

sights of our sisters and our deepest selves in lovely little journals. You will be invited to gath-

er gifts from the moon, to dance and sing and hold the circle, to listen and watch as our circles 

widen and change, and to laugh deep into our bellies to ward away despair and bring back the 

light in a dark time. Our first worship service together on Wednesday is a journey to the Tem-

ple of Vision for seeing clearly, and we will visit the Temple of Joy for the serious work of 

laughter, and then we will close the Institute Friday morning in the Temple of Healing.  As we 

welcome the women that join us on Friday for the Gathering, we’ll begin with focusing on 

Power, then Harmony on Saturday evening and close our event in the Temple of Unity on 

Sunday morning.     

 

 Our four Institute tracks (a short session Wednesday evening, all day Thursday and 

Friday morning) will offer: the chance to create a physical representation of a temple based on 

our bodies, learn how to use Interplay techniques in storytelling and communication of all 

kinds, create and investigate the magical symbols of sigils, and journeying along sacred paths 

with wisdom teachers.  Our Gathering workshops (all day Saturday or morning/afternoon 

combinations of your choosing) include a focus on the Earth and environmental change, creat-

ing and sharing poetry, improv, singing, creating a Temple of the Goddess, and drumming.  

The group of leaders that will be coming to the Autumn retreat is stunning and powerful!  

 

Continued on Page 14 
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From Katie Bloedau, continued 
 

 I offer you this poem again, which will be featured in one of our worship services, be-

cause it makes me want to grab a bag and pack for The Mountain each time I read it.  We 

can’t wait to see you all in the Autumn!  

 

Remember the Remedy (an excerpt) by Ann Filemyr, copyright 2015 

Used with permission of the author 

 

It is time to go. Pack in a hurry. Pack flowers. 

Pack memory. Pack the dark longing in your bones. 

This is your destiny. 

Quickly. You do not wish to miss a moment. 

 

The ritual you choose must feed your highest need 

for you were born of ceremony. 

 

So come. Ride your wild 

up the steep slope. Use your daughter-witch effort 

to recite the festival speech.  

 

Heap up sacraments 

to the Spontaneous Presence 

who like an umbilical cord links you directly to Source. 

 

You arrive in the village broken open 

carrying the story of suffering. 

 

Study the rupture, then apply the balm---intention is medicine. 

Learn to 

          Eat the autumn air 

          Make an Offering of Gratitude 

          Translate everything 

                      joy, sorrow, struggle, shame 

                                 into acts of art and love 

The Fall 2019 Planning Committee  

Katie Bloedau - Event Coordinator 

Farrunnissa Rosa - Scribe 

Sue-Anne Solem - Worship 

Marilyn Grubbs - Workshops & Tracks  

Rebecca Moon - Worship 

Betsy Bickel - Sales & Activities 

Rev. Stacy Grove—Chaplain 
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From Toni Stephenson: 

 
My Dear Sisters of the Heart, 

 

 I just wanted to send my heartfelt thanks to each of you who has sent love and healing 

my way either in person or in your thoughts and cards since my breast cancer diagnosis. I have 

been over- whelmed with this outpouring of love.   I had surgery on May 22nd and had no post op 

pain or discomfort.  Was out walking the next day.  I am completely healed from the lumpecto-

my.   

 

 I have done a lot of research, talked to others with a similar diagnosis, meditated and 

prayed and have made the decision to have no other treatment at this time.  I will continue 

yearly mammograms and if it returns, I will be more aggressive.   

Both books Being Mortal and Anticancer – A New Way of Life have been very helpful in my deci-

sion - making process.  Thanks to Arianna Bara for telling me about the latter.   

 

 Looking forward to seeing you at the fall event and dancing in celebration!  

 

Blessed Be!   Toni 
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From Christine Grewcock: 

 
Kiva Update 

 

 Using the money raised from Ba'alat's Bookstore (and additional donations), we continue 

to make loans to women through Kiva (www.kiva.org). Veronica (https://www.kiva.org/

lend/1504483) in Timor-Leste, Diphena (https://www.kiva.org/lend/1620945) in Kenya, Elenani 

(https://www.kiva.org/lend/1738258) in Fiji , and Grace (member of Living Well Group) (https://

www.kiva.org/lend/1679430) in Zimbabwe all have current loans from us.   

 

 We gave loans to 3 more women in recent months. Florence (https://www.kiva.org/

lend/1801203) in Malawi is using her loan to purchase rice and beans to sell. Fatima (https://

www.kiva.org/lend/1799317) in Paraguay is using her loan to buy shoes to sell. Christelle 

(https://www.kiva.org/lend/1801231) in Congo is using her loan to buy 3 goats and 15 chicks. 

 

 If you want to read about the other women who have a current loan, they are: Miriam 

Sarai (https://www.kiva.org/lend/1741286) in El Salvador , ‘Ana (https://www.kiva.org/

lend/1690416) in Tonga, , Margareth (https://www.kiva.org/lend/1625591) in Solomon Islands, , 

Makarabo (https://www.kiva.org/lend/1306957) in Lesotho, and Ayelatoe in Ghana (https://

www.kiva.org/lend/1099528). 

 

 I am trying to spread our support throughout the world. If you have a specific country 

where you would like us to support a woman entrepreneur, please email ki-

va@uuwomenspirit.org with your suggestion. 

 

 

 

http://www.kiva.org
https://www.kiva.org/lend/1504483
https://www.kiva.org/lend/1504483
https://www.kiva.org/lend/1620945
https://www.kiva.org/lend/1738258
https://www.kiva.org/lend/1679430
https://www.kiva.org/lend/1679430
https://www.kiva.org/lend/1801203
https://www.kiva.org/lend/1801203
https://www.kiva.org/lend/1799317
https://www.kiva.org/lend/1799317
https://www.kiva.org/lend/1801231
https://www.kiva.org/lend/1741286
https://www.kiva.org/lend/1690416
https://www.kiva.org/lend/1690416
https://www.kiva.org/lend/1625591
https://www.kiva.org/lend/1306957
https://www.kiva.org/lend/1099528
https://www.kiva.org/lend/1099528
mailto:kiva@uuwomenspirit.org
mailto:kiva@uuwomenspirit.org
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From Linda Myers:   
 

 

 The Spring 2020 Event will take place on April 22-26, 2020 at The Mountain.  While the 

exact theme is to be determined, the Spring 2020 Planning Committee is seeking Track and 

Workshop proposals for an Egyptian-themed event.  Think about the burning sands, the cool 

Nile River, pyramid power, belly dancing, massive pyramids, great temples, Isis, Hathor, Bast 

and the other goddesses from Egyptian mythology to guide your creative thinking.  We are ex-

citedly awaiting your proposals and hope to hear from you soon! 

 

 

The Spring 2020 Planning Committee: 

 

Linda Myers – Event Coordinator 

Maggie Lovins and Carol Pilgrim – Worship 

Em Stecker - Tracks and Workshops Coordinator 

Shauna Ireland – Sales and Activities Coordinator 

Kim Sutton - Scribe 
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     Our Healing Circle of Support 

    We offer our love and support to our sisters in need 

To Meg Pederson, on her husband’s health issues. 

 

To Beth Flanagan, on her continuing journey of healing. 

 

To Toni Stephenson, as she recovers from surgery . 

 

And to all our sisters who are facing injury, illness, loss, and the other challenges that life 

throws our way, spoken and unspoken… 
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Voices of Our Community 

The following offerings are from our creative sisters 

From Katie Bloedau: 

 
The following images were taken this summer at Fort Fisher/Kure Beach.   
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She Speaks is issued quarterly and is a publication of the UUWomenspirit community, edit-

ed by Lisa Sherman. All UUWomenspirit members are encouraged to submit information, 

events, and creative submissions to be included in an upcoming newsletter by sending it to 

newsletter@uuwomenspirit.org. The views expressed by an individual contributor are those 

of the contributor and are not necessarily the views of the organization as a whole.   

 

The mission of UUWomenspirit is to create, conduct, and support activities that encourage 

and empower women to explore their religious and spiritual origins, experiences, and beliefs. 

Pursuing, nurturing, and affirming creativity and diversity are major emphases. There is a 

strong commitment to developing the use of consensus as the model for decision-making. Vol-

unteers do all the work for UUWomenspirit. There are no paid positions. Learn more about 

our community by going to our website: www.uuwomenspirit.org. 

 
Original photographs on pages 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 10, 11, 13, 15, 16, 17 and 18  © 2018 Lisa C. Sherman 

 


